LIST OF PLATES

Plate 1a  The Bharalu river at Bashistha

Plate 1b  The Bharalu river at Bashistha. Washing clothes and bathing are a common sight.

Plate 2a  The Bharalu river at Rukminigaon. Overgrowth of shrubs often blocks free flow of water.

Plate 2b  Luxuriant overgrowth on both banks almost prevents sunlight from reaching the water (The Bharalu river at Rukminigaon).

Plate 3  The Bharalu under the wooden bridge on the road to Public Health Engineering Office at Ganeshguri.

Plate 4a  The stormwater run-off from the Guwahati Refinery flowing into the drain by the side of Noonmati-Narengi road. Oil scum is clearly visible.

Plate 4b  Another outlet from the Refinery reaching the same drain. Two layers of water can be clearly seen.

Plate 4c  The Refinery drain flowing by the side of the refinery boundary wall.

Plate 4d  The drain after crossing the Noonmati-Narengi road. Growth of blue-green algae under the pool can be seen.

Plate 5  The Refinery drain, very nearly blocked by garbage, at New Guwahati Railway colony.
Plate 6a  The Refinery drain by the side of the R.G. Baruah road just before meeting the Bahini (Bharalu).

Plate 6b  Another view of the Refinery drain at the R.G. Baruah road showing inlet pipes for septic and other effluents.

Plate 6c  The Refinery drain (from the left) and the Bahini (from the right) meeting on the eastern side of the R.G. Baruah road and thereafter flowing as the Bharalu.

Plate 7  The Bahini river on the side of the R.G. Baruah road before meeting the Refinery drain. Rich overgrowth of water hyacinth can be seen.

Plate 8a  The Bharalu as it flows towards Rajgarh from the Baruah road.

Plate 8b  Another view of the Bharalu at Rajgarh. Garbage on the side of the river can be seen.

Plate 9a  The Bharalu near the G.S. road - AGCC road crossing at Bhangagarh.

Plate 9b  Another view of the Bharalu by the side of the AGCC road, Aquatic plants growing well onto the river can be seen.

Plate 10a  The Bharalu at Fatashil bridge. The water is blackish.

Plate 10b  The Bharalu at Fatashil as seen from the bridge, unhygienic toilets are built on the side.
Plate 10c  Another view of the Bharalu at Patashill.

Plate 10d  The Bharalu at some distance from Patashill, covered almost totally with water hyacinth but still being used by Dhobies to wash clothes. The washing boards and the clothes being dried in the sun can be clearly seen.

Plate 11  The Bharalu at Bharalumukh as it flows to the Brahmputra.

Plate 12  The water samples immediately after collection.